We study a continuous and reversible transition between periodic tonic spiking and bursting activities in a neuron model. It is described as the blue-sky catastrophe, which is a homoclinic bifurcation of a saddlenode periodic orbit of codimension one. This transition constitutes a biophysically plausible mechanism for the regulation of burst duration that increases with no bound like 1= ÿ 0 p as the transition value 0 is approached. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.048101 PACS numbers: 87.19.La, 05.45.-a, 87.17.Nn, 87.19.Nn The bursting activity of neurons has been described in terms of the qualitative theory of slow-fast systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The classification of routes describing possible transitions between tonic spiking and bursting is yet incomplete and remains a fundamental problem for both neuroscience and the theory of dynamical systems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Qualitative description of a transition yields quantitative information about changes of physical characteristics associated with the transition. This approach has proven exemplary in neuroscience for studies of transitions between silence and tonic spiking. It identifies dependence of the spiking frequency and amplitude on control parameters [10, 11] and predicts cooperative behavior of weakly coupled neurons [10, 12] . Similarly, applications of the qualitative theory of slow-fast systems to the identification of transitions between tonic spiking and bursting can provide vital information about the neuronal dynamics.
The bursting activity of neurons has been described in terms of the qualitative theory of slow-fast systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The classification of routes describing possible transitions between tonic spiking and bursting is yet incomplete and remains a fundamental problem for both neuroscience and the theory of dynamical systems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Qualitative description of a transition yields quantitative information about changes of physical characteristics associated with the transition. This approach has proven exemplary in neuroscience for studies of transitions between silence and tonic spiking. It identifies dependence of the spiking frequency and amplitude on control parameters [10, 11] and predicts cooperative behavior of weakly coupled neurons [10, 12] . Similarly, applications of the qualitative theory of slow-fast systems to the identification of transitions between tonic spiking and bursting can provide vital information about the neuronal dynamics.
One of the routes from tonic spiking into bursting is distinguished by the following events as a control parameter is varied; the periodic spiking undergoes a series of period-doubling bifurcations followed by a homoclinic bifurcation of a saddle equilibrium [5, 6, 13, 14] . Terman [5] gives a rigorous proof of the existence of Smale horseshoes in this case, so chaos is a key signature for transitions of this kind.
In [15] we described a different transition mechanism based on a saddle-node bifurcation for periodic orbits with noncentral homoclinics [16] . At this bifurcation, a stable periodic orbit representing tonic spiking merges with a saddle periodic orbit having transverse homoclinic trajectories. It is distinguished by a bistability in the system such that either tonic spiking or bursting (periodic and chaotic) can be observed. As a control parameter decreases to the transition value 0 , the burst duration can be as long as j ln ÿ 0 j. Realization of this mechanism predicts that there exist critical control parameter values for which the system can generate a train of bursts before it finally settles down into periodic spiking. This intermittency is a consequence of Smale horseshoe dynamics.
Here, we suggest a novel mechanism describing a reversible and continuous transition between spiking and bursting in neuron models. It is based on a codimensionone bifurcation known as the blue-sky catastrophe [17] [18] [19] . Our study is the first application of this novel bifurcation to realistic neuron models and to any physical system in general. Rigorous proofs and three scenarios of the bluesky catastrophe in singularly perturbed systems can be found in [20] . In [18] this bifurcation was shown to occur in a modified Hindmarsh-Rose model. The geometry of the bifurcation is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . At the bifurcation, there exists a saddle-node periodic orbit whose twodimensional unstable manifold W u returns to the periodic orbit making infinitely many rotations in the node (attracting) region. As a control parameter passes the critical value, the saddle-node periodic orbit disappears and a long stable periodic orbit is born [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The infinite period of the periodic bursting is due to the slow passage of the phase point through the ''phantom'' of the disappeared saddle-node periodic orbit.
We study this transition in a model of a heart interneuron from the medicinal leech. It describes well the dynamics of the neuron under normal and pharmacologically modified conditions [21] [22] [23] . Under pharmacological conditions, which block Ca 2 currents and the hyperpolarization activated inward current and partially block outward currents [24] , the neuron can be described by the model based on just two currents, noninactivating K current, I K2 , and transient Na current,I Na [21] . It is described by
where the variables V, m K2 , and h Na are the membrane potential, activation of I K2 , and inactivation of I Na , respectively; I pol is a polarizing current; g K2 and g Na are the maximum conductances of I K2 and I Na , correspondingly; E K and E Na are the reversal potentials of K and Na , respectively; g l and E l are the conductance and reversal potential of the leak current, respectively; C 0:5 nF is the membrane capacitance; V activation curve of I K2 ; K2 and Na are the time constants of activation of I K2 and inactivation of I Na , respectively; the function f is given by fa; b; V 1=1 e aVb . The values of the parameters used in this study are I pol 0:006 nA, g K2 30 nS, E K ÿ0:07 V, E Na 0:045 V, g Na 160 nS, g l 8 nS, E l ÿ0:046, h K2 0:9 s, and h Na 0:0405 s. We use V s K2 as a control parameter. In the model, K2 is about 20 times larger than Na and the time constant of V and the inactivation of I Na . Hence, m K2 is the slow variable and the two other variables are the fast ones, so the model (1) can be viewed as a slow-fast system:
where x 2 R n , n 2, and z 2 R 1 ; is a control parameter and 1= 1. The last condition indicates that the dynamics in z is slow in time. We also assume that the functions are smooth enough; furthermore, G is linear in z such as the function on the right-hand side of the slow, middle subsystem in (1), in particular, and in a generic neuron model following Hodgkin-Huxley formalism [25] . At 0, the fast subsystem becomes independent of the slow one. The z variable can then be treated as a bifurcation parameter in the fast subsystem. We call the z; x space the extended phase space of the fast subsystem. We suppose that as z increases the fast subsystem undergoes a number of bifurcations illustrated by Fig. 1(a) .
Stationary states in the fast subsystem are determined by condition Fx; z 0. It yields an equation x x eq z for a spatial curve M eq in the extended z; x-phase space. As in most models of neurons, the curve M eq has the Z shape (see Fig. 1 ). In our case, its upper and middle branches consist of repelling and saddle equilibria, whereas the lower branch is composed of stable equilibria of the fast subsystem. The left knee point corresponds to a saddlenode bifurcation where two equilibrium states, one stable and one of the saddle type, merge and vanish for z < z sn . We suppose also that when z < z sn the fast subsystem possesses an exponentially stable limit cycle. As z increases, the stable limit cycle traces out a cylindrical-like surface, M s LC , in the extended z; x space, which terminates at z z Fig. 1(a) ]. Here, the unstable limit cycle becomes a homoclinic loop of a saddle equilibrium state on the middle branch of M eq . An average value hxi on the limit cycle 't; z over its period T for each z is given by hxi 
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Let us discuss the dynamics of the system (2) for 0 < 1 with z being a slow variable. The surface where _ z 0, such that _ z < 0 ( _ z > 0) below (above) it, is called a nullcline. For the system to exhibit oscillations, the nullcline is to cross the unstable branch of the curve M eq , as in Fig. 1(b) ; this condition guarantees that the whole system has no stable equilibrium state. The slow equation _ z Gx eq z; z; gives the first order approximation for the z component of the phase point moving along M eq , with the rate 1. Observe that along the hyperpolarized (stable) branch the phase point slowly moves leftward until its z coordinate reaches z sn and the phase point makes a fast switch onto the cylindrical surface M LC . On average, the winding motion of the phase point around M LC is described by its slow translation along the curve hxi. [26] that each zero corresponds to a periodic orbit of the whole, singularly perturbed system. Stability of a robust periodic orbit is determined by two factors. First, its stability in the x space follows from the stability of the corresponding robust limit cycle in the phase space of the fast subsystem for the given z 0 i . Second, it is stable in z if @hGi=@z < 0 at z 0 i , and unstable otherwise.
Let the distance between the zeros be controlled by so that it vanishes at some 0 . Then, a plain saddle-node bifurcation occurs at 0 provided that @ 2 hGi=@z 2 Þ 0 at the critical point, and hence the distance between the points is evaluated as ÿ 0 p . Introduce next an averaged nullcline h _ zi 0 as the graph defined by the points hgi; hxi, where hgz; i 1=Tz R Tz 0 g't; z; dt; note that both components depend parametrically on z. If for given this nullcline h _ zi 0 crosses transversally the curve hxi, then the z coordinate of such an intersection point is evidently a simple zero of the function hGzi, i.e., equals z (2). This observation lets one visualize effectively the locations of the periodic orbits in the phase space of the singularly perturbed system, as well as determine their possible bifurcations. The approach is used for the model (1) to create a partition of its phase space shown in Fig. 1(b) , with hVi and hm 0 K2 i 0 standing for the corresponding nullclines.
Variations of translate the curve h _ zi 0 in the z; x space, so that one may make both curves have a quadratic tangency for some 0 . This saddle-node bifurcation for the periodic orbits constitutes the first component of the blue-sky catastrophe in slow-fast systems. A plain saddlenode periodic orbit in R n , n 3, has two unique manifolds. The strongly stable manifold W ss divides locally a vicinity of the saddle-node orbit into two regions: node and saddle [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In the node region, a trajectory is attracted to the periodic orbit. In the saddle region, the periodic orbit is repelling. The unstable manifold W u consists of the trajectories which are attracted to the saddlenode periodic orbit in backward time. As for the forward time, a trajectory on W u follows the path of the bursting regime, i.e., moves leftwards along the lower, hyperpolarized branch of M eq , and, provided that z sn < z bs , returns to the saddle-node orbit from the left, as seen in Fig. 1(b) . Thus, globally the unstable manifold W u is homoclinic to the periodic orbit. This is the second component of the blue-sky catastrophe.
When > 0 , i.e., the average nullcline is lifted up, the saddle-node orbit decouples into stable and unstable ones. The former corresponds to tonic spiking. When the nullcline is lowered, the saddle-node periodic orbit vanishes and gives rise to a new stable periodic orbit of a large period and amplitude, which corresponds to bursting. This orbit consists of two phases, silent (interburst) and spiking. If one changes the parameter backwards, then the system will regain the round, stable periodic orbit corresponding to spiking. This kind of the boundary between the regimes can be called safe [18] .
Asymptotic estimates of the dependence of temporal characteristics of bursting on the control parameter are in a good agreement with the numerically obtained data for the neuron model (Fig. 3) . The period of bursting suffices for the same estimate, because the interburst interval remains almost constant. As V s K2 changes from ÿ22:20 to ÿ24:25 mV the interburst interval decreases from 6:16 to 5:51 s, compared to the burst duration growing from 5:66 to 957 s. The spike frequency remains nearly constant around 5:5 Hz, which is a physiologically observable value. The number of spikes in a burst is proportional to the duration of the burst.
We propose a new mechanism of continuous transition between tonic spiking and bursting regimes in a model of a pharmacologically treated leech heart interneuron. This transition based on the bifurcation of the blue-sky catastrophe is generic for a broad class of neuronal models utilizing Hodgkin-Huxley formalism. 
